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Executive Summary
Projects that fail waste money, waste time and waste people. Failing
projects reduce profit margin. Failing projects hinder strategic success.
None of these add to performance, productivity or professional success.
Data:
 1 in 6 large IT projects cost 200-400% more than expected
(Brent Flyvbjerg & Alex Budzier, HBR September 2011).
 IT projects portfolios can be measured by a non-performing project
ratio, (NPP) similar to a non-performing loan ratio. This NPP ratio can
be low as -27.5%. (J Flinn at Asian Banker Summit, April 2011)
 The probability of a projectʼs failure is assessable as is itʼs cure
(J Flinn, The Success Healthcheck for IT Projects, Wiley, June 2010)
Behind this data are patterns that predict success and failure. Some are
known but misinterpreted: Daryl Conner shares what really makes a
platform for change a burning platform – itʼs not simply the fear of being
burnt. Others reflect new science: Walter McFarland opens up the
implications of neuroscience to how individuals respond to change.
Some are practical: Charles Bark shows how poor communication
across languages barriers can be practically addressed in 72 hours.
Insights 2012 focuses on eight factors that contribute to project success
as well as to programs and portfolio success and to profit and personal
success.
•
•
•
•

Do some of your projects disappoint or fail?
Would you like to lift your success rates?
Might some of your projects put your strategy at risk?
Would you like to identify those projects that are likely to fail early?

If you answered yes to any of these questions, turn the page.

The pedigree:
Based on research conducted under the auspices of Oxford University and Hautes
Études Commerciales (HÉC) Paris, Joanne Flinnʼs insights into the systemic issues
behind project results and strategic success or failure underpin Insights 2012. Clients
include IBM, Novartis, AIS and P&G. At one bank, this approach saved $30 million on
a single project. For another client, $20 million was saved. At another, the returns of
the project improved by 80%.
Founded on science with a strong appreciation for art and the human side of change,
Joanneʼs work is respected by the Project Management Institute (PMI), the Information
Services Audit and Control Association (ISACA) and the Association of Change
Management Professionals (ACMP).
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-1Fire & Desire ~ Burning Platforms – the real story
Interview with Daryl Conner
Daryl Conner is the founder of Conner Associates and a living
legend in the field of organisational change and strategic delivery.
He says that some of his best work is based on helping a client
decide not to change, as if the conditions are not right, it is wasted.
I had the privilege of having breakfast with Daryl during the
Chinese New Year period while I was in Washington, DC.
“A Burning Platform, theyʼve got it so wrong,ʼ said Daryl. ʻI was
looking for a metaphor when I was writing ʻManaging at the Speed
of Changeʼ back in the early 90s and I heard Danʼs story. Dan was
on a burning oil rig on the North Sea and I was fascinated by his
choice to jump 15 stories into freezing water where he might live
20 minutes before hypothermia killed him. If he stayed on the rig,
he would have certainly burnt to death.
Theyʼve interpreted this story to mean that successful change is
based on creating the fear of death in an organisation. This is
wrong. It is not why I chose this story,ʼ continued Daryl, ʻItʼs about
the need for serious commitment.”
Fear is not the answer
~ Daryl Conner
Darylʼs key points on commitment (& burning platforms)





It has to be worse to go back than it is to move forward.
There needs to be something desirable to move towards.
There is space to move and take action.

In Danʼs case, he had the choice to stay and die or to jump and live
a little longer. While his window of opportunity was limited to
minutes, he had the room to act. Importantly, he was
psychologically ready to act and committed to living. On a lighter
note, opportunity can be a good reason to commit. For an
individual, the coolness of getting an iPhone can do it. For an
organisation, being strategically first to do something can do it. A
big vision can do it: ʻPut a man on the moon and bring him backʼ.

For more on Commitment and whatʼs intended by the change or
project, see Daryl Connerʼs ʻManaging at the Speed of
Changeʼ (Random House 1993) and Chapter 9, Intent is Clear,
ʻThe Success Healthcheck for IT Projectsʼ (Wiley 2010).
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Success Healthcheck:
➡ Would you go back to the
old way? Is the current
practice ok?
➡ Is whatʼs ahead
sufficiently desirable to
go through the pains of
letting go of the old and
adapting to the new?
➡ Is there a sufficient time
window to take action
within?

If there is a no to any of
these, then commitment
is at risk.

-2Strategy & Ceteris Paribus – Poor Assumptions for Success
Conversation with Joanne Flinn
Watching the snow fall driving along Interstate 66, Walther
McFarland, chairman elect ASTD and former senior partner at
Booz Allen & Hamilton, and I were discussing the role of strategy,
organisational capacity and business value.

ʻA key assumption with strategy seems to claim ceteris paribus1ʼ, I
said (thus admitting that I studied finance and economics at one
stage of my life). ʻThe assumption that a strategic choice is neutral
in its implications to change, projects or implementation is
inappropriate. The terrain that needs to be covered by one
strategic choice is different to another.ʼ
ʻFor example, one strategy might require greater technological and
process change, another might require changes in business
partners or corporate culture. Each of these has different patterns
of success and failure – and requires different types of
investments. For one organisation, the strategy may suit them, itʼs
easy terrain to cover, for another organisation, the same strategy
may require a journey like crossing the Himalayas, do-able with
commitment and investment but tough.ʼ

Success Healthcheck:
➡ Does the new strategy
represent a material shift
in direction?
➡ Does it require new (or
much better)
organizational skills than
currently possessed?
(e.g. processes, business
partners, technology?)
➡ Does the strategy imply a
change in the culture or
will it challenge strong
political interests?

If there is a yes to any of
these, mind the gap.

Mind the Gap
~ UK public announcement
Joanneʼs key points on the gap (& successful strategy
implementation)



Consider the gap like a golf course – it may be the same
player, but some courses require more of the player than
another.



Reject ʻceteris paribusʼ as an assumption. It is misleading. It is
not realistic.



Evaluate the physical and mental complexity of the strategy for
your organisation.

A strategy is more than a goal, it is also a way to get there. A
strategy that requires a large change of the organisation is harder
mentally and physically than one that is a simple or small change.
A strategy may be like a 9 or 18 hole golf course; St Andrews
requires more skill, experience, talent and investment than a local
golf course. This changes the profile of the investment, the team
and the duration of a project.

For more on Strategic Alignment and the Gap, see Chapter 15,
Project Aligns to Current Strategic Position (or not), The Success
Healthcheck for IT Projects (Wiley 2010)

1

Ceteris Paribus: the assumption that all other things are kept equal. In business terms, it implies only
one thing is changed, like strategy, and the rest remains the same. In real life, not true.
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-3Beware: Brain Science, Innovation and Change
Interview with Walter McFarland
Walter McFarland of Windmills Consulting is a recently retired
senior partner of Booz Allen and Hamilton, on the Board at
Colombia and about to be Chairman of the ASTD. He kindly hosted
my recent visit to Washington DC where we dove into the human
side of strategy, capacity building and change.

ʻThe brainʼ, Walt tells me, ʻhas more to say about change than we
thought. In fact, human behaviour in the work place does not work
as we thought. When you talk to David Rock and the
Neuroleadership Institute, brain sciences clearly affect far more
than we thought.ʼ
I reflected on conversations Iʼd had with David over the years and
with Mette Kristine Oustrup at Building Innovation Culture. The
mind and the brain are rarely considered when strategy, change,
innovation or projects are initiated. Yet, science is now showing the
inside wiring of the brain and what it does. The brain is a scanning
device – it looks for variations or errors. When it sees errors, it
goes into fear, triggering an amygdala hijack and an ʻavoid to
surviveʼ response. Changes in social situations including change
within organisations trigger this response. This can kill off
innovation as fast as it kills strategy.
Bad is stronger than good
~ Walter McFarland
Waltʼs key points on motivation:



Change can trigger an amygdala hijack. Fear triggers profound
emotional resistance as well as reducing performance.



Leaders can consciously focus on behaviour to re-enforce
ʻgood over badʼ.



Brains hardwire patterns particularly those that are seen as
dangerous. These can be deliberately re-wired.

Walt continued ʻThe brain sees this as bad, and bad is 5 times as
strong as good. Itʼs about survival. Humans are good at surviving.
The challenge is, when we want our organisations to do more than
just get by, we as leaders need to actively work to weed out the
patterns seen as dangerous and work to plant those that feed the
good. Without this, innovations die and change fails.ʼ

For more on Motivation, see Chapter 12, Motivation is Energised,
ʻThe Success Healthcheck for IT Projectsʼ (Wiley 2010), Waltʼs
upcoming talk at the Association of Change Management
Professionals, David Rock at the Neuroleadership Institute or
Mette Kristine Oustrup at Building Innovation Culture.
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Success Healthcheck:
➡ Have we reviewed our
change to see if there are
ʻfear triggersʼ?
➡ Does the project plan
explicitly address ʻfearʼ
and fund fear reduction
efforts?
➡ Do our leaders have
ʻthinking betterʼ skills to
help weed out bad
patterns?

If there is a no to any of
these, it is 5:1 that fear
will hijack your change.

-4Strategic Teams Keep Changing
Interview with Peter Robertson
Peter Robertson is the Founder of Human Insight, designer of the
ACT and AEM Cube and author of ʻAlways Change a Winning
Team.ʼ His work is said to be the new MBTI of leadership and
strategic success. Peter and I caught up in Singapore over
noodles.

ʻSuccessful strategies are like a bouquetʼ, begins Peter, ʻA strategy
is only created from the actions and insights of the teams that lead
it and deliver it. A successful strategy has a particular mix – like a
good bouquet has more than one type of flower. Depending on
what a strategy is aiming to do for a business (conception, early
startup, growth, stabilisation or transition to a new strategy),
different bouquet or team mix is more successful than others.ʼ
ʻA team that is great at one type of strategy will not be great at
another. The leadership team needs to change.ʼ Peterʼs work is so
successful at profiling successful teams, it is used by Phillips to
evaluate the likely success or failure of innovation teams and it is
the core profiling tool used by de Baak Management Centre in the
Netherlands. ʻBalanceʼ, continues Peter, ʻis not stasis, it is the
constant adjustment to what is and will be.ʼ
Always change a winning team
~Prof Peter Robertson
Peterʼs key points on balance, teams and strategy:



Everything, absolutely everything, goes through cycles of
creation, development, growth, maturity/harvest and end



Successful teams have specific profiles based on the part of
the cycle they address



A strategic weak point is poor handover between teams as the
cycle progresses

Growth is a dynamic process of balance. Movement into this
direction. Pause. Movement into another. All living systems display
this, else they collapse. Think of it like seasons, spring leads to
summer leads to autumn then to winter. Many companies think
they can only focus on the summer of growth and the harvest of
autumn. They canʼt. Winter and spring allow movement into new
cycles or businesses. Winter is the letting go and completion, while
spring is the beginning of the next.

For more on Team, Change and Balance, See Peter Robertsonʼs
ʻAlways Change a Winning Teamʼ (Cyan 2005) and Chapter 18,
Balancing Dynamics Aids Project Intent, ʻThe Success Healthcheck
for IT Projectsʼ (Wiley 2010)
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Success Healthcheck:
➡ Are you clear about
where the business unit/
line of business is in the
cycle?
➡ Are you clear about what
the strategy or project is
to achieve in the context
of where it is in the
cycle?
➡ Does our leadership
team have a winning
profile?

If there is a no to any of
these, the actions being
taken are unlikely to lead
to balance and
sustainable growth.

-5One in 6 IT Projects Jeopardise Companies and Careers
Interview with Alex Budzier
Alex Budzier did his time in the analytical environment of
McKinseyʼs and then decided to see what really happened with
strategies. His work with Professor Brent Flyvbjerg found that IT
based strategies had unusual patterns of failure and success. We
had brunch one Sunday at Oxford and shared insights.

ʻWe were looking at several project types and found a strange
pattern with IT projects. They have distinctly different patterns of
failure – itʼs a fat tail, not a normal distribution. More of the really
big projects failure, more often. They often cost 2-4 times what is
expected,ʼ said Alex over scrambled eggs. ʻAnd whatʼs more,
nearly 50% of IT projects are under funded, they are starved.ʼ
ʻPeople get fired for failure, these big projects are high risk for
careers. Iʼm looking into why a room full of experts that get paid
good salaries to be rational are still not making rational decisions.ʼ
He and I dove into how politics, policies, psychology and group
decision making all influence how risk and forecasts are
constructed in business cases.
False optimism is funding failure
~Alex Budzier
Alexʼs key points on business case, projects, policy and politics:



Smart people are still part of the social system of the
organisation. Approval and language affects them.



Big projects are politically good for careers when they are
kicked off even if they risk careers later on



Early warning systems for project success/failure need to
consider more than average performance or % of on-time
delivery.

Alex shared a seriously successful IT project at a bank in the
Middle East delivered on time despite a merger. A friend at Infosys
happened to be on the project and shared this piece of inside
information ʻYou should have been at the Steering Committee
Meetings. The Sheik would come in with his bodyguards – they
had shining, sharp scimitars in their hands. It kept people really
focused.ʼ

For more, see Brent Flyvbjerg and Alexander Budzier, ʻWhy your
IT Project May be Riskier Than you Thinkʼ Harvard Business
Review, September 2011, and see also Chapter 16, Operational
Context (including Policies) Support Project Intent, ʻThe Success
Healthcheck for IT Projectsʼ (Wiley 2010)
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Success Healthcheck:
➡ Do your business cases
consider the risk profile
of the project in terms of
probability of success or
failure?
➡ Do executives continue
to be accountable for
results of projects
(policies exist and are
applied) even if they
move on?
➡ Do project performance
metrics go beyond %
variation of time, scope
or budget?

If there is a no to any of
these, then false optimism
is undermining value.

-6The Loser’s Game - Investment and Failure
Conversation with Joanne Flinn
Projects are investments – and in Joanne Flinnʼs perspective,
should be assessed as such. Each project represents part of a
performing or non-performing portfolio of investments in strategy
and change. Her work across IT and non-IT projects found a
similar pattern – that the failure to assess the costs of failure
represent a major opportunity for business improvement.

After Iʼd spoken with Alex, I did a quick mental calculation, 1 in 6
IT projects costing 2-4x budget, and 50% of them starved means
the Non-Performing Project ratio (NPP) is actually worse that
-27.5%. A simple formula does not consider distribution. At the
portfolio level, write-offs could be as high as 70%. That is several
billion dollars more per year than Iʼd written about in 2010. It is a C
level governance issue.
One failing project costs time, costs money, costs people and costs
opportunity. A single failure, particularly if it is a major project can
wipe out the benefits of 100s of smaller successful projects. Itʼs the
maths of portfolio returns on investments.
Portfolios create value, not single projects
~Joanne Flinn
Joanneʼs key points on business case, projects and investment:



Systematically, IT projects fail and very large ones fail one in
six times



Business cases need to consider this risk profile as 2-4x
budget is materially dangerous for big ticket projects



Success or failure is predictable, early warning systems can
identify what projects are at risk, and the systems behind them.

ʻWhen I first calculated a project portfolio return, I had used a
simple yield formula like I had used when designing bank portfolio
management systems earlier in my career. I did not believe the
numbers... 27.5% written off. In banking, a 3% write-off on a
portfolio is a governance issue. I took it to a CPA friend for a check.
ʻYesʼ, they said, ʻif that is the data, then this is the result. The math
is correct.ʼʼ

For more, see Part A ʻProductivityʼ and Chapter 10 Business Case
is Robust, ʻThe Success Healthcheck for IT Projectsʼ (Wiley 2010).
Online diagnostics for project success and failure risk profiles and
portfolio return will be available online June 2012 at
www.successhealthcheck.com
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Success Healthcheck:
➡ Do you assess the
overall value generated
by projects at the
portfolio level?
➡ Does a governance
process review risk
profiles as projects
progress?
➡ Do you consider how
policies affect both
project decision making
and value creation in the
business?

If there is a no to any of
these, business systems
and policies are
contributing to failure.

-7Simple, Complex, Wicked and Messy – which is my project?
Conversation with Joanne Flinn
All projects are not created equal, yet a similar methodology is
applied, one that assumes that things are logical, linear and
predictable. In a world where we donʼt know what it will be in 5
years, projects are rarely simple.

ʻWay back, project management began with buildings, with
architecture. There was a beginning, a middle and an end, its was
possible to be logical, buildings are in essence rational,ʼ says
Joanne. ʻCorporate projects, even IT projects are rarely simple or
rational, yet the standard methodologies of project or even change
management assume that projects are rational.ʼ
ʻPhysical sciences,ʼ she continues, ʻhave learnt from biology and
now differentiate between complex and simple systems. Those on
the leading edge of human sciences also consider if the problem to
be solved is messy or wicked. Simple, complex, messy, wicked
each have their own qualities – and these require different things of
project management and change management – if intended results
are really desired.ʼ
This ainʼt Kansas, Toto
~ Dorothy on realising that ʻnormalʼ was not, on arriving in Oz.
Looking at the project methods of a major program recently
rescheduled for the second time in two years, the Project Sponsor
asked about project management best practices for really big
projects. We developed a short set of questions to help them
identify which parts of the transformation program were what.
Does the project involve?






Clearly defined set of steps, less than 20: Itʼs simple
Multiple modules that need to interact: Itʼs complex
Multiple departments or people: Itʼs messy
Multiple values that may conflict: Itʼs wicked

Many big projects are complex, messy and wicked yet they are
treated as simple.

For more on Appropriate Methods to Achieve Goals, See Dr David
Dobkins publications on Complex Projects; David Hancock ʻTame,
Messy and Wicked Risk Leadershipʼ; see also Chapter 11, Results
Delivery Process is Reliable, ʻThe Success Healthcheck for IT
Projectsʼ (Wiley 2010)
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Success Healthcheck:
➡ Does the project operate
in a single business unit?
(outsourced partners or
multiple countries count)
➡ Is this goal one we have
achieved before?
➡ Is my project simple? Do
our project methods
adapt to reflect the four
bullet points above?

If there is no to any of
these, ʻIt ainʼt Kansas”
and other methods are
recommended.

-8Communicating Across Borders in 72 Hours
Interview with Charles Bark
Charles Bark is a research based entrepreneur who moved to
China in 2005 and received an award from the French Government
for his work in helping the French learn Chinese and his company
Chinpass. Over a cup or two of coffee, Charles shared the fast
track to connecting with new colleagues or new countries.

ʻI grew up Korean-French, studied my masters in English and now
live in China. When I started learning new languages and working
across Europe and then Asia, I realised that how Iʼd learnt
language at school didnʼt help me. It was slow, included many unnecessary things and was boring. It turns out the important things
are the ability to survive, to connect and hold a basic conversation.ʼ
It takes 72 hours of focus. Pretty good, I thought as someone who
has not found tonal languages easy. ʻWhat happens,ʼ Charles
continues, ʻis that confidence builds and small things that would
have gotten in the way donʼt, communication flows and business
flows.ʼ
Without conversation, there is no connection
~ Charles Bark
Charlesʼs key points on communication, flow and business:



Simple things, like language, are the first building blocks for
relationships



Relationship and flow are part of the yin and yang view of
business in Asia



Executives traveling to another country will do better if they can
communicate locally.

I liked the practicality of Charlesʼs approach, 72 hours, games and
involvement, helping me to make connections in my own mind. It
reminds me of Theodore Zeldonʼs work on Conversation and of
Margareta Barchan of the Lorange Institute and Celemi and her
work with helping employees make the links between their roles,
strategy and sustainability.

For Chinese in 72 hours, see www.chinpass.com. For more on
improving the Flow of programs and change; see also Chapter 17,
Flow Favors Project Intent, ʻThe Success Healthcheck for IT
Projectsʼ (Wiley 2010)
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Success Healthcheck:
➡ Do all the teams have a
common spoken
language?
➡ Are we using modern
media, learning tools and
interactive processes to
help people take the new
onboard?
➡ Do we pace what we do
so that relationships can
be built across borders
and boundaries?

If there is a yes to any of
these, your attention to
flow is helping your
project succeed.

8 Factors, 8 Folds on the Path to
Success
Many thanks to all who have contributed to Insights
for Success 2012.
To those who continue to inspire me, who add to
the body of the knowledge that is both art and
science in the professions of change, strategy and
projects, the world is asking more of us and Iʼm
honoured to be part of the fraternity and sorority
that wants people, organisations, profit and planet
to all do well. Itʼs a pleasure working with you.
In addition to those named earlier, Iʼd also like to
thank Alan Harpham, Umesh Ursekar, Deborah
Torres-Patel, Blair Singer, Annie Collins-Tait, Dr
Christine Gebb, Ravi Shah, Tom Abbott and David
Lim for your insights, pushing and conversations
that keep me growing. Thanks go to the Change
Leaders, Oxford and HÉC Paris who provided
depth and reflection and introduced me to the other
20-20 (6 minutes and 40 seconds to present the full
story, itʼs Petcha Kutcha, not cricket).
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To the team who support and create the energy that
makes this all simple, powerful and fun, more
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and Thomas Ng.
Many thanks to Sarah Holloway who provided tea,
exercise and her wonderful home on the lovely
tropical island of Montserrat as I wrote this paper.
And to my family and friends, with you I keep in
flow and balance ~ life is an exciting adventure.
All the best to all for 2012, Joanne
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